Seismic wave propagation and strong ground motion in a number of urban settings are simulated by using the pseudospectral time domain method with staggered grid real fast Fourier transform differentiation. For urban seismic study and damage prevention, simulations of the seismic wave propagation and ground motion need a comprehensive consideration of earthquake type, building structure and three-dimensional velocity structures of the crust and especially the near-surface sediments. The distribution of ground motion in an urban area varies greatly in response to geological structures. Wave interferences between the body wave and the secondary surface wave may result in peak ground motions and high collapse ratio of buildings in urban regions far away from the seismogenic fault. The simulated waveforms using an impulse point source in a 3D velocity structure can be employed to synthesize seismograms of ground motion as Green's function for any prescribed rupture scenario and source functions. The simulated results show that the synthesized seismograms coincide well with the observed seismic waveforms for the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu M7.2 earthquake, which occurred in a heavily urbanized area. The simulation Green's function method is useful for predicting the strong ground motion in an urban region without observed seismic waveforms to provide a useful strong ground motion and hazard scenario for urban planning and earthquake hazard prevention. The present technique is an important supplement to the empirical Green's function method that heavily depends on the availability of local and regional seismicity.
Introduction
Knowledge on seismic wave propagation and ground motion is critical for urban hazard mitigation and urban planning in metropolitan areas in active seismic zones all over the world. Anomalous damage distributions were frequently reported after some large earthquake events. The causes, however, have not yet been understood clearly. The relationship between the damage and the geological structure is investigated in order to mitigate the damage. Some complex patterns of heavily damaged zones in the urban region, however, are incomprehensible based merely on the known geologic structure (Zhao et al 2004a) . Damage to infrastructures over a wide region is directly caused by seismic acceleration and velocity at the base of the structure from seismic strong ground motion (Boatwright 2001) . The destruction of buildings in an urban setting is also associated with the dynamic and kinetic characteristics of the medium (Hutching 1994) . Information on reliable ground motion and wave propagation is critical for analysing the damage mechanisms and destructive processes (Graves 1998, Liu and Albert 2006) . The direct numerical simulation method Yu 1996, Pitraka et al 1998) and the empirical Green's function method (Haddon 1996 , Jarpe and Kasameyer 1996 , Somerville et al 1997 are the two most effective strategies for seismological study and ground motion prediction.
The nature of ground motion can be investigated quantitatively by the numerical simulation of seismic waves propagating in an inhomogeneous medium (Zhao et al 2001) . Analysis of complicated spatial distributions of ground motion and the physical factors is beneficial to investigating causative damages in various structures in urban regions. Earthquake strong ground motion is closely related to the source process, the medium property of seismic wave path and the local site conditions (Schneider et al 1993) . For ground motion simulation, selection of the source type depends on the target of study, earthquake focal mechanism and crustal velocity structure (Zeng and Anderson 1996) . Various kinds of sources have been used to study the ground motion Boore 1997, Beresnev and Atkinson 1998) . Line sources are employed for investigating wave propagation in 2D structures (Zhao and Xu 2004) . The planar wave source is felicitously employed to investigate ground motion when the size of the study area is much less than the epicentral distance. The point or dynamic rupture model with prescribed velocity sources is usually employed to investigate wave propagation related to an urban or near-source region.
In this paper, the ground motions and some causative mechanism of abnormal damage distributions were investigated in detail using seismic simulations in a heterogeneous medium with the pseudospectral time domain method (Kosloff et al 1984 , Liu and Arcone 2005 to discuss a number of cases in terms of the urban seismic hazard mitigation.
Simulation strategy
The seismic wave field in a laterally heterogeneous medium is usually analysed by means of the discrete numerical simulation of the wave equation
where equation (1a) is the elastic wave equation in the vector form, ρ is the density at the point x,v is the first-order temporal differentiation of velocity of ground motion, σ is the stress tensor and p and q represent the components of the Cartesian coordinate. σ pq,q represents the spatial differentiation of stress with respect to the q direction and F is the density of body forces. Equation (1b) is Hooke's law, θ pq is the dilatation that is zero when p is not equal to q and non-zero when p is equal to q. Equation (1c) is the expressions of Lame constants. V p and V s are P-and S-wave velocities of the medium respectively. The wave equation must be solved by means of a discrete numerical technique as lateral heterogeneity cannot be neglected. Seismic wave propagation and ground motion are quantitatively investigated based on the above seismic wave equation in a heterogeneous medium.
In the present analysis, seismic wave propagation and ground motion in a heterogeneous structure were simulated as a 2D or 3D wave problem by using the pseudospectral time domain method (Reshef et al 1988) with the following staggered grid real fast Fourier transform (RFFT) differentiation (Zhao et al 2001 , Henrik et al 1987 :
where,
A and B are the conventional Fourier coefficients and (l k) is the lth spatial wave number. In equation (2), the Nyquist coefficient term is equal to −π/ xA( kN/2) and not zero (it is zero in the conventional grid method). The non-zero Nyquist term makes the differentiation accuracy of the real series in equation (2) in the staggered grid real value FFT method higher than that by the conventional grid method. The staggered grid real FFT method is a higher accuracy method compared with the traditional pseudospectral time-domain (PSTD) method (Zhao et al 2001) . The numerical calculation using the staggered grid RFFT differentiation strategy is also much more stable than that using the conventional grid method. The staggered grid RFFT differentiation scheme is one-third faster than that using the complex FFT scheme. This computerized modelling method has been widely employed in seismic simulation because of its efficient use of computer memory (Zhao and Xu 2004) . In the discrete numerical simulation, the peak period in the source function was selected referring to the intrinsic periods of the problem under investigation (Zhao and Xu 2005) . The size of the grid should be chosen to fit the resolution requirement. The size of the time step t can be determined depending on the formula v t/ x < √ 2/π (2D case) or v t/ x < 2/( √ 3 * π) (3D case). The maximum frequency of the simulation technique calculated by f max = V min /2 x should not be less than the dominant frequency of the seismic source.
The source force is taken as a Gaussian-shaped spatial function or a Ricker wavelet time source function. The absorbing boundary condition (Cerjan et al 1985) was applied to the lateral and bottom edges of the domain under study. The free-surface condition is approximated by including N zero shear wave velocity points above the upper surface of the model in vertical derivatives of the stress (N is the grid number in the vertical direction in the model). So we can employ the staggered real FFT differentiation method to simulate the wave problem in the extended vertical model having 2N grids from the bottom grid of the model to the above Nth grid through the free surface. Only the derivatives in the low half-grids are adopted as the results. The symmetric differentiation method is applied for the vertical differentiation of displacement to stabilize the derivatives in the surface nodes (Furumura and Takenaka 1992) . So the vertical differentiation of displacement is also operated in a new 2N grids model.
Wave propagation is strongly affected by the structure of the heterogeneous medium. Many cities and metropolitan areas are located by the edge of a sediment basin or the foothill of a mountainous region. The geometry of an alluvial fan can be viewed as a half-basin too. In the following section, we first discuss the strong ground motion on a basin-like structure; then we discuss strong ground motion in other geological structure types.
Ground motion for small area: plane wave incidence
Detailed study on urban hazard mitigation requires highresolution ground motion information in an area much less than the epicentral distance. In this case, the strong ground motion related to structure damage is better simulated by the incidence from a plane wave source, rather than the spherical one . The crustal structure models 3, 4, 5 and 6, as shown in figure 1 , have different edge geometries of the half-basin-like structure. The upper and lower layers in each model are sediment and rock, respectively. Their velocity (V s ) and density (ρ) are also marked in the figure. The source frequency with 3.0 Hz is applied to wave simulation in models 3-6 (in figure 1) . Figure 2 shows the simulated maximum acceleration amplitude distribution on the surface using a vertical incident planar wave source from the bottom of the four crustal structure models in figure 1. The acceleration amplitudes displayed in figure 2 were normalized by taking the amplitude in the bedrock outcrop region on the left as 1.0 for comparison. The ground motions vary markedly at different sites among all four models. One peak value of maximum acceleration emerges at x = 3.3 km for model 3 (solid line) and two peaks emerge for model 4 (dash line). The first peak for model 4 is near the site of x = 1.5 km. The second peak occurs near the 3.3 km site. The peak for model 3 coincides with the second peak of model 4 at x = 3.3 km, but with a much greater amplitude than both peaks for model 4. The peak value on the sediment for model 3 is about three times greater than the value on the rock. The two peaks of model 6 are all greater than those of model 5. The first peaks for models 5 and 6 occur at the same site at about x = 1.5 km. The peak value on the sediment for model 5 is approaching three times as great as the ground motion on the bedrock.
The simulation results for these four structure models indicate that the distribution of strong ground motion varies greatly with the geological structure in the plane wave source incidence. The results imply that simulation studies of ground motions based on a detailed geological structure are necessary for evaluating ground motion and damage distribution.
4. Ground motion simulation for the case of the seismogeneic fault in the study region: cylindrical wave incidence
Ground motion simulation of the 1995 M7.2 Hyogo-ken Nanbu (Kobe) metropolitan earthquake
Figures 3 and 4 show the simulated ground motion results along a profile perpendicular to the major fault zone of the 1995 Kobe, Japan M7.2 earthquake, an urban event (the line segment FF in figure 3 ). The collapse ratios of buildings along line FF in figure 3 were investigated in detail after the event, and the results are shown in figure 4. A zone with heavily damaged buildings due to the earthquake's strong ground motion appeared away from but almost parallel to the aftershock zone. The distribution of building collapse ratios, however, has a complicated character even within the zone with heavy damage (Zhao et al 2004b) . The sub-fault C passes through the FF profile as shown in figure 3 . In order to investigate the collapse ratio distribution along FF , a line source with the 2D velocity structural model shown in figure 4(d) was used to simulate the ground motion. The 2D model contains 256 × 256 grids with the grid size of 40 m in both horizontal (x) and vertical (z) directions. The cutting frequency of 6.25 Hz was used in the simulation. The time sample interval is 3 ms. The asterisk in figure 4 represents the location of the line source running in the y-direction (perpendicular to the face of the paper). Figure 4 shows the geological structure, simulated surface seismic waveforms of the 18 s duration, the amplification effects of soil layers and a comparison of the maximum amplitudes of simulated waveforms to the collapse ratio of buildings along FF , with the same horizontal scale. In order to investigate the cause of the complicated distribution of the collapse ratio of buildings, a detailed structure exploration using a microtremor array was conducted along line FF . The 2D velocity structure of S-waves in figure 4(d) was established based upon the microtremor array survey (Zhao et al 2004a) .
The basin edge appears to be a tectonic thrust fault east of the earthquake causative faults (see figure 4), near the Kanan University. The thrust fault near the 128th surface grid in the discrete model is not a causative fault of the Kobe event. The right wall of the thrust fault is formed from the Osaka group sedimentary layers I-III. Region IV is the granite bedrock. Many surveys were performed in and around the Kobe city; however, no active or buried blind faults have yet been found beneath the heavily damaged region.
In figure 4(c), simulated seismic waveforms at the bedrock sites to the left of the Kanan University are simple and similar to one another, because the wave from the source arrives directly at the site, passing only through the homogeneous bedrock (region IV). Accelerated seismic waveforms at sites in the sedimentary Osaka group layers (layer I) vary significantly from one another. The differences are probably related to the complicated wave properties and various amplification effects of the multilayered media through which the waves pass. Several late seismic phases, including surface waves, converted waves at the free surface or in the internal surfaces complicate the seismogram waveforms for sites on the Osaka group layers, and the ground vibration lasts for a much longer time, between 2 and 10 s (compared to those sites on the bedrock (left side at F)). Large waveform amplitudes appear near the JR Kobe railway (location ↑ 2) and the Kawaii Park (location ↑ 4). The amplitudes around the highway Gokudo No. 2 (location ↑ 3) are relatively small. The amplitudes of the primary arrival phases at sites near the thrust fault node plane (location ↑ 0) are smaller than those on either side.
The nonlinear soil amplification effects of the Osaka sedimentary layers were analysed using the 40 m borehole coring samples at ten different sites on the sedimentary layers along FF . In figure 4(b) , the asterisks show the amplification effects of the sedimentary soil layers in the sites corresponding to the abscissa of asterisks. The amplification effects seem to decrease with the distance away from the fault node plane (location ↑ 0). The nonlinear amplification ratio may be attributed to the surface and subsurface structures of sediment.
Figure 4(a) shows the comparison of the collapse ratio of buildings to maximum amplitudes of acceleration waveforms in the second panel. The collapse ratios did not monotonically attenuate with distance away from the earthquake fault (asterisk) along line FF . One collapse ratio peak is near the JR Kobe railway (location ↑ 2), where the intensity was over 7. Another collapse ratio peak was in the Kawaii Park (location ↑ 4), where the intensity was also greater than 7. The dip in the values of collapse ratios around highway Gokudo No. 2 (location ↑ 3) is less than others in the vicinity. The collapse ratios gradually decrease from the Kawaii Park towards the coastline beach in a southeast direction. The second peak amplitude ground acceleration is used as the reference value (arbitrary units) to get a normalization of the ground acceleration for a convenient comparison with the collapse ratio of buildings. The maximum amplitudes of waveforms at the bedrock sites on the left side of the Kanan University (location ↑ 0) have a smooth and insignificant variation. The amplitudes of waveforms at the sites on the Osaka Group layers, on the right side of the figure, however, vary widely with multiple peaks and troughs. The first amplitude peak appears on the sedimentary side near site ↑ 2 at 4.8 s (as shown in figure 4(c) ), the second peak amplitude appears near site ↑ 4 at 5.6 s (also see figure 4(c) ). In general, the lateral distribution of amplitudes of simulated acceleration waveforms coincides with that of the collapse ratios of buildings including the two peak amplitude anomalies. The agreement of modelled ground motion results with the observed urban damages implies that the complicated distribution of collapse ratios can be attributed to the dictation of the geological structure to the seismic ground motion. In addition, the 2D simulation with a line source is avail and efficient in ground motion and seismic hazard investigation.
Spikes in urban seismic hazard
Through a series of snapshots, figure 5 illustrates the generation process of urban damage spikes due to seismic wave propagation and interference in the structure as shown in figure 4(d). In the snapshot at 4.0 s, the circular wavefront in region IV was refracted as a planar wavefront at the bottom of layer III and the plane body wave propagates upwards. In the left of the bedrock region IV, the wave arriving at the free surface is reflected, whereas to the right, the wave passes through the thrust fault plane and propagates along the surface in the sedimentary layer I. The wave propagating along the surface is called the secondary surface wave.
In the snapshot at 4.8 s, the body wave with the plane wavefront occurring at the lower boundary of layer III is refracted upwards into layers II and I. Three planar wavefronts propagate upwards to the right with different apparent velocities in layers I-III. The normal directions of the three planar wavefronts differ from each other. Interference occurred as the upward-travelling body wave met the secondary surface wave in layer I about 20 grid points (800 m) away from the boundary between the outcropping bedrock (region IV) and the sedimentary layer (I). Such an interference in the structure can result in the spiky ground motion that causes peak surface ground acceleration and peak collapse ratios, as shown in figure 4. The location and travel time for the emergence of the first wave interference in figure 5 coincide well with the emergence of the first peak ground acceleration and first peak in collapse ratios in an urban region (↑ 2: JR Kobe railway) in figure 4. In the snapshot of 5.6 s, wave propagation becomes more complicated. The surface waves (or tunnelling waves, guided wave) develop well in the three sedimentary zones. The low-frequency surface wave met the upward-travelling body wave at the surface, and the second interference occurred at a location about 20 grid points away from the first interference location in the 4.8 s snapshot. The location and time of the emerging second wave interference in figure 5 are also coincident with the second peak ground acceleration and second peak collapse ratio in figure 4 .
The above analyses suggest that the secondary multisurface waves probably result in multiple wave interferences in various places in the multi-layered medium, depending on the regional geological structure. Peak ground motion due to interference can result in complicated inhomogeneous distributions of heavy earthquake damage and peak collapse ratios of buildings in an urban region, as shown in figure 4 . The peaks in collapse ratios and ground acceleration are quite far away from the source fault (asterisk) and also, not necessarily, coincide with the boundary between the outcropping bedrock and the sedimentary layers, as shown in figures 4 and 5. The distance between the interference peak and the source fault is related to the velocity difference between the bedrock (region IV) and the multi-layered sediments. The illustration suggests that the coincident distribution for peaks of the seismic wave amplitude and the collapse ratios may be attributed to the structure under the Hyogo-ken Nanbu urban area. Heavy damage may occur along the earthquake fault in a homogeneous medium or horizontal layer medium. The damage distribution in an inhomogeneous medium, however, is quite different from that in a homogeneous medium and as shown above. In present paper, the peak ground motion may be attributed to the wave interferences. The interference appears as the secondary surface wave generated in the basin and propagating forward meets the body wave upwards from the basin bottom with an apparent velocity in the sedimentary layers. Heavy damage may occur far away from the earthquake fault.
Comparison with urban ground motion observation: spherical wave incidence
The excellent agreement between the simulated ground motion and the collapse ratio of buildings in the Hyogo-ken Nanbu urban area implies that the highly accurate crustal structure (as shown in figures 4 and 5) indeed is the key factor to control the characteristics of the earthquake ground motion at the surface. Next, we extend the structure along the profile FF in figures 4 and 5 in the y-direction (perpendicular to profile FF ) and construct a 3D model with the velocity structure invariable in the y-direction to accommodate a 3D simulation with a point source. This simulation result with the point source can be used as Green's function for building the synthetic seismograms, as done with the M7.2 urban event with other methods. Figure 6 shows the body force action scheme in a point source in the stretched structure of figure 5. The simulated waveforms by the pseudospectral time domain method at grids 62, 74 and 110 in figure 6 are used as the empirical Green's function (Irikura 1986 ) to synthesize the seismograms for the Kobe Figure 6 . Scheme for a point source acting in the 3D structure extended from the FF profile structure, as shown in figure 4(d) , by stretching the structure in the y-direction as homogeneous for seismic waveform simulation to get Green's function. 'S' denotes the hypocentre in the simulation. X, Y and Z denote the three directional body forces acting on the 'S'. Layers I-III are the upper, middle and lower parts of the Osaka group layers; IV is the granite bedrock. The simulated waveforms are generated at grids 62, 74 and 110 for the M7.2 Kobe urban event.
University (KBU), Motoyama School (MOT) and Rokkoisland (RKI) stations, respectively. Please note that a unique granite rock exists beneath KBU, and the sedimentary layer beneath RKI is thicker than that beneath MOT.
The source function formed by the time function (Herrmann 1979 ) with a sharp Guassian shape in space is employed in the simulation of the element waveform with the pseudospectral method. The exciting time of the source time function is taken as 0.4 s here to obtain a proper frequency curve. Its corner frequency is about 1.2 Hz . The three-component waveforms in x-, y-and z-directions are simulated taking a uniform thickness in the y-axis, as shown at first in figure 6. The y-direction is defined as parallel to the sub-fault C oriented about N233
• E in figure 3 . The north-south (N-S) and east-west (E-W) components of waveforms can be calculated by transforming the simulated x-and y-waveforms generated by the target event. As an example, figure 7 shows the simulated velocity waveforms as an elementary event that were band-pass filtered from 0.1 to 3.5 Hz. These simulated waveforms will be taken as Green's function to synthesize the seismic wave of the target M7.2 event in figure 3. It can be seen that relatively large P-wave components with the distinct onsets occur prior to the onsets of the second phase (Swaves) in waveforms of the vertical component. Small P-wave components occur in E-W and N-S series waveforms. The series of waveforms at the site of the 62nd grid are relatively simple because of the uniform structure of the granite bedrock beneath this site (location symbol 62 in figure 6 ). The series of waveforms at the site of the 110th grid, however, have more complicated shapes, phases and much longer coda waves. Apparently, the reason is the multiple layer structures beneath this site (location symbol 110 in figure 6 ).
Source modelling for the urban target earthquake
The simulated waveforms in figure 7 were taken as waveforms of subevents to investigate the ground motion by synthesizing seismograms of the large urban events using Green's function method with a prescribed velocity source . It is necessary to know the subevent magnitude represented by the simulated waveform in figure 7 as calculated in Green's function, because the number of subevents in Green's function method is determined through the spectral scaling law of an earthquake (Irikura 1986 ). We prefer to estimate the magnitude of simulated waves as Green's function in figure 7 by the relation between the rupture length and corner frequency of the source spectrum (Chen 1976 , Brune 1970 . The corner frequency of the displacement wave of the simulated Green's function waves in figure 7 approximates 1.2 Hz. A corner frequency of 1.2 Hz is approximately equivalent to that of an M5.0 event whose fault length is about 4 or 5 km (Utsu 1996) . The moment Me 0 is about 50 × 10 15 Nm. We have chosen such a subevent as the element event (or sub-fault) to synthesize the seismograms of the target main shock of the 1995 M7.2 Kobe event.
The source rupture process of the main shock is made up of the subrupture processes three times, as shown in figure 3 . The strike directions for three fault planes A, B and C, are N45
• E, N53
• E and N233
• E and the dip angles are 82
• , 90
• and 85
• , respectively. The lengths of faults A, B and C are 21, 15 and 24 km, and their moments are 85.9, 48.8 and 56.6 × 10 17 Nm (Sekiguchi et al 1996) , respectively. The sizes of subevents in both directions are taken as 5 km in the syntheses. So A, B and C fault planes were divided into 4 × 3 (for fault A), 3 × 3 (for fault B) and 5 × 3 (for fault C) subevents (elements) to synthesize waveforms of the target urban event by using the empirical Green's function method. The first rupture started from fault B; secondly, fault A ruptured after B immediately and fault C ruptured after 5.8 s. The radiation pattern of rupture propagation with a prescribed velocity is used in synthesizing seismograms of the target events in the for the three source rupture processes. The different average velocities of S-waves, however, were used in the calculation of arrival time of seismic rays from source faults to stations. The velocity of 3.25 km s −1 was adopted in the calculations of travel time for the KBU and MOT cases, and a 2.5 km s −1 velocity was used for the RKI case because of the different thicknesses of sediment layers beneath the urban stations. The rise times for rupture processes of three faults were selected as 0.8, 0.6 and 0.6 s, respectively, in the syntheses.
Synthetic seismograms of the urban target event
The synthetic seismograms of the KBU, MOT and RKI stations for the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu urban earthquake were obtained using the simulated waveforms at the sites from the horizontal grid number equal to 62, 74 and 110 (see figure 7) as Green's function. The comparisons of the synthetic waveforms of urban target events with the corresponding observed records at these three sites are shown in figures 8 and 9. In general, the synthetic waveforms coincide well with the observed at the KBU, MOT and RKI urban stations in all figures.
In the three components of ground velocity for the KBU and MOT stations as shown in figure 8 , the two large pulses emerge in the early portion of the observed traces. It can be seen that two large pulses also appear in the corresponding time in the synthetic waveforms. With respect to the results of RKI in figure 9 , the crests and troughs of synthetic S-waves fit those of the observed traces well including the acceleration waveforms, especially in the early portion of the S-wave for all components. The results suggest that it is feasible to synthesize the seismic waveform in an urban region for a large event by using the discrete simulated waveform as Green's function with a prescribed velocity source.
The vibrations decay quickly after the large pulses in the observed waveforms as shown in figure 8 . The vibrations, however, last much longer (several seconds) after the large pulses in the synthetic traces. Moreover, the agreement between the synthetic and the observed acceleration waveforms for the vertical (U-D) component is not as good as the horizontal component ( figure 9 ). This is possibly due to the fact that the vertical component of the acceleration waveform possesses more high-frequency contents.
Discussion and conclusions
Numerical simulations of seismic wave propagation and ground motion in the urban setting of the Kobe metropolitan area with 2D and 3D structures have been performed with the staggered grid RFFT pseudospectral time domain method. The results show that it is feasible to simulate urban ground motion with different strategies depending on research project needs.
The distribution of strong ground motion at the surface varies greatly in accordance with geological structures. The results also show that ground motions and urban construction hazards are closely correlated through the comparison of the peak acceleration and the ratio of collapse of buildings. As seen in figures 2 and 4, the acceleration ground motion of model 3 in figure 2 and the structure model (d) in figure 4 have a different distribution image curve although the basins have similar geometries. This is attributable to the different structure, single sedimentary layer in figure 2, multilayered layer sedimentary media (three layers) in figure 4 and different boundary geometries of the basin bottom between figures 2 and 4 besides the different incidence manner, the plane wave incidence in figure 2 and the cylindrical wave incidence in figure 4 . The results suggest that ground motion is related to the deep geological structure over the base rock. A source time function with a dominant frequency of 3.4 Hz is employed in the simulation for the collapse ratios of buildings of low rise in the Kobe city. Only the soil amplifications of 40 m are considered in the study also. In the present study, however, in order to understand the wave interference, the mechanisms for complicated time-spatial ground motion distribution, wave propagation was simulated in the whole medium structure from the source to the surface including the deep basin boundary. Results suggest that the peak ground motion and heavy damage are caused by the wave interference. The interference locations depend on the difference between the secondary surface wave velocity in the surface layers and body wave velocity in the whole medium from the source to the surface, especially the apparent velocity of body wave in the sedimentary layer in the whole basin as illustrated in figure 5 .
Distribution of the maximum ground acceleration waveform amplitude excellently coincides with that of the urban building collapse ratio from the Kobe urban earthquake. The results suggest that the cause of the complex distribution of the collapse ratio of buildings in the urban region is attributable to the interference between body waves and secondary surface waves developed at the basin-like structure edge. Wave interference results in a peak collapse ratio of urban buildings. This can happen for sites far away from the seismogeneic fault, and strongly influences the urban hazard distribution. The analyses of wave propagation snapshots are of benefit to understanding the causative urban damage mechanism.
The ground motion distribution is related to the source location, rupture process, fault motion and velocity structure in the study region around the source. In the present paper, the great ground motions happened in the sedimentary layers that are a part of the right wall of the causative fault of the Kobe event (see figure 4) . It is attributable to the velocity structure in the Kobe region. Many studies indicate that the ground motion near a fault is very complicated. The ground motion observed was higher on the hanging wall side for the 1999 Chi-chi earthquake in Taiwan. More ground motion simulations of different faulting-type events are necessary for a comprehensive understanding of ground motion distribution due to the near-fault velocity structure.
In the 3D simulation, large P-wave energy in the vertical (U-D) components with the distinct onsets occur in simulated Green's function waveforms at all sites. Small P-wave components occur in horizontal components. It shows that the calculated Green's function is applicable using point sources.
The synthetic and observed seismograms coincide well for the Kobe city using the empirical Green's function. The results suggest that the synthesized seismic waveforms of a large urban event indeed reflect the geological characteristics and physical conditions in that urban region. It appears a valid way to synthesize the seismic waveform of a large event using the simulated waveform, instead of always depending on the observed small subevent in an urban region. This technique can popularize the application of empirical Green's function method to the region without the seismogram of small events in urban regions. So it may provide another practical approach for strong ground motion prediction in urban regions.
